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**DISCOVERY OF THE WORLD’S BEST CINEMA AND THE
ENTERTAINMENT CELEBRATION OF 7.125 BILLION PEOPLE**

Every human being wants to experience and see new things, buy, eat mindfully along with the idea of achieving better things throughout life. Be it a different car, food, lifestyle or films. Throughout our lives, we welcome new ideas, thoughts and new ways of life with open arms.

Democracy is the best system and decentralization and centralization is the best way to achieve democracy. So with the idea of this thought in our mind, we are coming under this thought with new LIBRARY ACADEMY AWARDS for films, film makers, film world and film awards. These awards can also be known under the name of ROSE AWARDS or JAIPUR AWARDS. We welcome you! We are ready to bring world’s best films.
It’s our bread for your entertainment and education containing a message not seen ever before, we commit you.

Time is constantly changing. The presentation, energy and the essence of the programs are also emerging and changing like the centers of world political systems. This is the time full of challenges and competition in regards of being better, transparent, trust and fair judgments better than the highly established Award ceremonies.

We will improve all those shortcomings for which awards get defamation in general, and try that those would not be seen in the Library Academy Awards.

The main thing is not the Global Film Awards which is restricted to a limited number of countries and continents but the idea of being the harbingers of change. Oscar enjoys its own importance throughout the world but it’s still limited to America. It has worldwide recognition but it has only one award to offer to the entire world.

Our minds were racing with billion thoughts from last few years. We should create a real International standard for awards without boundaries, without frenetic/fanatic around the people. It should be the DISCOVERY OF THE WORLD’S BEST CINEMA and it should be a celebration of 7.125 billion people and their gifts of talents. And this century will be attester for the same.

We are ready to host first GLOBAL FILM AWARDS in true and transparent ways under the banners of world cinema. Join us in our journey. Submit your film/s. Will meet on 24 February 2019 in Jaipur India.

Generally the great and important films are lost in the course of time but the tradition of selecting the best cinema is emerging swiftly. The cinemas which will become the mirror of this industry, which are the source of influence and has a spirit of transformation, the ones with the identity of our culture and forms. We are here to create a world of cinema!
The imagination of the Library Awards is the procreation of Mr. Hanu Roj. This idea is free from any biased thoughts and entirely trustworthy.

We, the family of Library urge you to submit your films, no matter if you are from Asia, America, Europe or Australia! Submit your films from July and be a part of this incredible venture.

In the honor of the inaugural year we have kept 42 awards in total 11 categories. There are 3 awards for the student film makers.

Each February/March, the entertainment industry (community) and film fans around the world turn their attention towards the Library Academy Awards. Interests and anticipation builds up a fevered pitch leading to the Library telecast in February/March, when hundreds of billions/millions of movie lovers tune in to watch the glamorous ceremony and are biting nails with excitement about who will receive the highest honors in filmmaking.

There will a process for the screening of the best films after the award function. There is a serious consideration to raise the monetary value for the awards in the upcoming years.

The Library Awards will be held under the banner of World’s Largest & Most Secure Film Library and Jaipur International Film Festival Trust.

http://worldslargestfilmlibrary.org/libraryacademyawards.php
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